The Economic Results of a PNW Silvicultural Costs Survey:
Are You Swimming Above or Below the Financial Waterline?
By
James D. Arney, Ph.D.
Forest Biometrics Research Institute
This report is the analytical summary from an email survey prepared and distributed by
Richard Zabel, Western Forestry & Conservation Association (WFCA) and James Arney,
Forest Biometrics Research Institute (FBRI) in July 2016. The objective was to determine
the current operating, silvicultural and harvesting costs when managing a working forest in
the greater Northwest region.
Questions presented in the Survey are detailed in the Appendix.
As non-profit service and research corporations, it is possible to gather general trends
about forestry costs without releasing proprietary information from any single entity.
There is no benefit to WFCA or FBRI because these corporations neither own nor manage
any working forests. The summary results are released to the forest industry for
educational purposes only. Some comparisons are made to past economic trends.
Section I – There were six major categories in the Survey:
1) What was the average annual operating cost per acre for all expenses not tied directly to
silviculture of a single stand – staff, vehicles, buildings, roads, etc.
2) Silvicultural site preparation costs, planting costs and planting densities.
3) Post planting treatment costs and methods for competing vegetation.
4) Pre-commercial thinning costs and numbers of trees removed.
5) Commercial thinning costs with volumes and size of material removed.
6) Final harvest costs with volumes and size of material removed.
Section II – The averages of all of these costs by category were then matched to current
log values for a range of stand conditions – tree species, site capacity and planting
densities. These economic values were incorporated into a series of growth projections
using the FBRI Forest Projection & Planning System (FPS) growth model. This model
was used to estimate and demonstrate the long-term cash flows which may result from
various intensities of forest management.
Table 1 provides summary averages of costs from all respondents. This table is displayed
in two sections – by ownership classification and by geographic region. In total there were
58 respondents, but not all respondents provided information in all categories. In every
case, the averages presented are derived from only those individual respondents who
provided input. For example, if 34 people responded to a question, then the average
displayed in Table 1 for that question is the average of only those 34 observations.
All Figures are in groups of three (a, b and c) to show ownership and regional trends.
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Table 1. Summary of all 58 respondents to all survey questions regarding annual silvicultural and operational expenses.

# of Responses
Forest Acres

Mgmt
College Consult Service Private Tribal
NGO County State Federal
1
2
9
28
4
2
3
7
1
0 2,251 53,489 108,930 248,500 39,000 16,667 187,104
910

Admin $/Acre/Yr

15

33

33

19

30

31.00

58

Site Prep $
Planting $
# Trees / Acre
Cost of Seedlings

70
50
200
90

113
164
400
170

131
142
384
169

261
145
470
166

105
300
170

80.00
154
337
119

168
99
380
151

Brush $ / Acre

50

109

112

167

110

118

PCT $ / Acre
Pct Trees Removed

242
180

154
387

143
418

140
400

167
650

127
1,193

300
500

Com_Thin $ / Acre
Com_Thin Mbf/Acre
Com_Thin Dib

257
12
8

225
9
7

268
7
14

245
7
7

5
10

288
10
11

3

201
28
15
33

166
23
11
33

165
27
20
34

180

220
28
16
31

169
31
16
34

Harv $ / Acre
Harv Mbf / Acre
Harv Dib
Harv Log Length

250
15
12
28

36

430
260
260

8

Inland North Pacific
Hawaii
NW
Calif
NW
1
9
6
42
800 305,682 135,833 57,201

All

57
104,712

19

19

43

34

33

450
160
320
448

133
127
349
139

199
78
193
105

136
154
405
174

140
144
382
163

420

88

159

115

114

90
100

175
1,029

163
275

170
349

170
458

150
4
13

170
10
10

253
9
8

242
9
8

173
12
14
30

179
19
18
32

177
27
13
34

177
25
13
33

Site Prep $ = Average site preparation costs on a per acre basis.
Planting $ = Average planting costs per acre not including the cost of the seedlings.
Brush $ / Acre = Average brush control cost per acre, regardless of mechanical or herbicide (method broken out later).
Pct Trees Removed = Number of trees removed per acre.
Com_Thin Mbf/Acre = Commercial thinning board volume removed on a per acre basis in 1,000s of board feet.
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Figure 1a. Annual administrative costs per acre by ownership class.

Figure 1b. Annual administrative costs per acre by region.
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Figure 1c. Trends in annual administrative costs per acre.
Forest administrative costs have continued to climb over the past three decades. Some of
this is due to the increased amount of overhead necessary to manage a working forest. The
average administrative cost per acre per year is now $33.18. It was approximately $12 per
acre per year in the 1980s and approximately $24 in the 1990s.
Some of this increased overhead is from additional staff and activities surrounding riparian
and wildlife spatial constraints. Foresters are engaged in more GIS processing to define
harvest units, road networks and wildlife buffers.
There has also been a shift away from even-aged clearcut silvicultural regimes. This has
caused much more effort focused on thinning prescriptions and resulting yields. Thinningonly yields produce less wood flow and higher silvicultural costs than clearcut silviculture.
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Figure 2a. Average site preparation costs per acre by ownership class.

Figure 2b. Average site preparation costs per acre by region.
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Figure 2c. Average site preparation costs per acre with trends.
Site preparation costs are highly variable depending on the kind and abundance of
competing vegetation occurring on each forest ownership. There is also a correlation
between higher planting densities and higher site preparation costs.
Pacific Northwest moist sites become well stocked in vegetation quite rapidly. It is a
matter of intensive management to help the new plantations outgrow the non-tree
vegetation. This is also evidenced by the amount of post-planting brush control observed
in the Pacific Northwest responses.
Refer back to Table 1 for variations in the trend in Figure 2c by ownership and by region.
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Figure 3a. Average planting costs per acre by ownership class.

Figure 3b. Average planting costs per acre by region
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Figure 3c. Average planting costs per acre with trends.
Planting densities and costs appear to have little correlation with the size of the ownership.
There is no economy of scale in regard to getting each stand established and growing.
Figures 3a, 3b and 3c are about the cost of planting not including the cost of the seedlings.
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Figure 4a. Average number of trees planted per acre by ownership class.

Figure 4b. Average number of trees planted per acre by region
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Figure 4c. Average number of trees planted per acre with trends.
The number of planted trees has much to do with the intensity of silviculture anticipated by
the working forest owner. Higher planting densities provide more silvicultural options for
future stocking levels. Optionally, these planted stands may be: a) left to grow; b) precommercially thinned to grow; and/or c) commercially thinned for intermediate yields and
future large log sizes. Some of these differences by ownership and region have to do with
the native tree species, goal of the owner and expected natural regeneration abundance.
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Figure 5a. Average planting costs per acre by ownership class.

Figure 5b. Average planting costs per acre by region.
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Figure 5c. Average planting costs per acre with trends.
Figures 3a, 3b and 3c displayed the cost of planting by the size of the forest ownership to
be consistent with previous charts. However, the cost of planting has more to do with the
density of trees per acre desired. As the goal in numbers of planted trees per acre increases
so does the associated cost of site preparation to provide planting sites.
The cost of planting trees per acre should linearly follow the number of trees to be planted.
The amount of variation around this trend in Figures 5a, 5b and 5c is potentially due to
terrain, amount of residual slash, access and type of planting stock.
Refer back to Table 1 to review the costs for each set of – site preparation, number of trees
planted, planting cost and seedling cost. These four components make up a “Set”.
Whatever the goal for numbers of planted trees may be, that target number of trees per acre
determines all four components of this Set.
If the goal is to adequately regenerate the stand with little additional silvicultural
intervention before final harvest, the planting densities will likely be lower resulting in
lower costs for site preparation and planting.
The Northern California statistics may be influenced by a reliance on Redwood stumpsprouting abundance to provide a portion of the desired stocking levels.
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Figure 6a. Average seedling costs per acre by ownership class.

Figure 6b. Average seedling costs per acre by region.
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Figure 6c. Average seedling costs per acre with trends.
As in the discussion of planting costs per acre, the cost of seedlings on a per acre basis is
expected to follow a linear trend with the number of tree desired on a per acre basis. The
variation around this trend may be due to the type of planting stock and species availability
in each geographic area.
The tails of the trend in Figure 6c are due to a lack of data at these densities. The trend of
interest is between 200 and 600 trees per acre. This trend indicates that the cost of
seedlings would follow this formula:
$ Cost/acre = $60 + ($0.26 per tree) x (number of trees per acre)
The trends from Figure 5c provide guidelines for the cost of actually planting these
seedlings. The additional costs may be estimated following this formula:
$ Cost/acre = $60 + ($0.20 per tree) x (number of trees per acre to plant)
Therefore, the combined cost of establishing a plantation would be:
$ Cost/acre = $120 + ($0.46 per tree) x (number of trees per acre)
Planting 300 or 400 trees per acre would cost $258 or $304 per acre, respectively.
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Figure 7a. Average brush control costs per acre by ownership class.

Figure 7b. %Responses on brush control costs per acre by ownership class.
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Figure 7c. Average brush control costs per acre by region.

Figure 7d. %Responses on brush control costs per acre by region.
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Figure 8a. Average brush control costs per acre by ownership class.

Figure 8b. Average brush control costs per acre by region.
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Figure 8c. Average brush control costs per acre with trends.
Many of the responses indicating both mechanical and herbicide treatments in Figure 9
came from Private and “Mgmt_Service” ownerships in the Pacific Northwest. There is a
definite focus in these ownerships to get acres established in plantations which are well
stocked and vigorous.
Most post-planting brush control treatments occurred at a single point in time. However,
there are also some occurrences of multiple brush control treatments.

Mechanical

Herbicides

# Responses Brush $/Acre

No

No

20

0

No

Yes

17

Yes

No

4

Yes

Yes

16

94
196
135

Figure 9. Average brush control costs per acre by silvicultural method.
Essentially there are three approaches: a) No treatment; b) Herbicide only; or c) Both
Herbicide and Mechanical. The combined (c) may be over an ownership, but not the same
stand getting both treatments.
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Figure 10a. Average pre-commercial thinning costs per acre by ownership class.

Figure 10b. Average pre-commercial thinning costs per acre by region.
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Figure 10c. Average pre-commercial thinning costs per acre with trends.
There were a significant number of responses where those ownerships were making efforts
in pre-commercial thinning treatments. The costs are quite consistent regardless of the
number of trees planted. It is not clear from these data how much of the thinning removal
is natural regeneration encroachment and how much is a portion of the original planting
stock.
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Figure 11a. Average number of trees removed per acre by ownership class.

Figure 11b. Average number of trees removed per acre by region.
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Figure 11c. Average number of trees removed per acre with trends.
Figures 11a, 11b and 11c indicate that the majority of trees being removed in precommercial thinnings are natural regeneration encroachment. Most responses indicated
more trees being removed in pre-commercial thinnings than the number of trees planted.
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Figure 12a. Average commercial thinning costs per acre by ownership class.

Figure 12b. Average commercial thinning costs per acre by region.
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Figure 12c. Average commercial thinning costs per acre with trends by logging system.
There are definitely two distinct trends in commercial thinning costs apparently more
linked to the terrain than to ownership type or region. There is also a recent trend toward
attempting row thinning in Northwest planted stands. While the survey did not ask this
question directly, where terrain allows a row thinning approach would offer potentially
significant reductions in costs per acre.
However, before considering a shift to row thinning the silvicultural response of the
residual trees to resulting stand densities should be thoroughly investigated. Significant
numbers of acres are now under row thinning prescriptions in the Southeast with an
expectation of increased log sizes in final harvests.
Traditional Individual-tree, Distance-independent (TreDI) growth models assume that any
thinning prescription results in all trees getting more growing space. These growth model
designs are not equipped to evaluate row thinning as a silvicultural option. Western
examples of these types of growth models include FVS, ORGANON, CACTOS and
CRYPTOS. Since this has apparently taken hold on some ownerships, a growth projection
with an Individual-tree, Distance-Dependent (TreeDD) growth model (FPS) is included
later in this report. Field investigations in post row-thinning stands confirm that interior
trees in the leave strips are not responding in dimension as projected by TreDI growth
models.
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Figure 13a. Average commercial thinning costs per acre by ownership and log size.

Figure 13b. Average commercial thinning costs per acre by region and log size.
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Figure 13c. Average commercial thinning costs per acre by log size with trends.
Variable harvest costs may be invoked in the FPS growth model by using the linear trends
shown in Figure 13c. The HARVEST table of the FPS inventory database would have the
following set of values from Figure 13c:
Cost
LINE
LINE
SKID
SKID

Code
GBFT
XDIB
GBFT
XDIB

Coef
351.92
-7.09
253.80
-8.49

This set of parameters allows the harvest cost in the growth model to decline as the stand
increases in log diameter over time following the trends in Figure 13c. This is a significant
impact when charging costs against fixed log values. The stand density and site may or
may not facilitate the average log size to achieve the next higher log value, but any trend in
log dimension will result in a shift in costs.
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Figure 14a. Average final harvest costs per acre by ownership class.

Figure 14b. Average final harvest costs per acre by region.
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Figure 14c. Average final harvest costs per acre by log diameter with trends.
There is a lot of information in this set of Figures (14a, 14b and 14c). However, the survey
did not request sufficient additional details to clarify the causes for two trends in harvest
costs. Ownership type and region combined helped to separate some impact from the kind
of topography involved. Some notes provided indicated a difference in logging systems
(skidder and cable) was involved.
Refer back to Table 1 for comparing average harvest cost to log size and volume removed
by ownership type. There are some significant differences to consider. Average log
diameter of harvested volume tends to have an impact on logging costs for smaller
dimensions. However, much of this may be associated with other factors.
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Figure 15a. Average harvest costs per acre by ownership and volume removed.

Figure 15b. Average harvest costs per acre by volume removed and region.
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Figure 15c. Average harvest costs/acre by volume removed with trends by log system.
The separation of responses observed in Figures 14a, 14b and 14c were carried over into
these charts. These charts also identify a separation of costs especially in lower volume
harvests.
Variable harvest costs may be invoked in the FPS growth model by using the linear trends
shown in Figure 15c. The HARVEST table of the FPS inventory database would have the
following set of values from Figure 15c:
Cost
LINE
LINE
SKID
SKID

Code
GBFT
XVOL
GBFT
XVOL

Coef
298.35
-3.22
170.20
-1.30

This set of parameters allows the harvest cost in the growth model to decline as the stand
increases in volume over time following the trends in Figure 15c. This is a significant
impact when charging costs against fixed log values. The stand density and site may or
may not facilitate the average log size to achieve the next higher log value, but any trend in
log volume will result in a shift in costs.
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Figure 16a. Average harvest costs per acre by ownership and log size.

Figure 16b. Average harvest costs per acre by region and log size.
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Figure 16c. Average harvest costs per acre by log size with trends.
These displays of harvested volumes by average log length are included here for review
and comparison only. There is not a lot of trend information which may be gained when
sorting harvest volumes by length. Inland Northwest and Northern California volumes are
typically reported using short-log rules (USFS 20-foot multiples) with taper adjustments.
Pacific Northwest volumes are typically reported using long-log rules (Columbia River
Log Scale) without taper adjustments. These volumetric method differences were
considered when reviewing and summarizing the results from this survey.
The separation into two groups of logging types from the previous Figures were carried
through to Figure 16c for consistency with Figures 14c and 15c. These charts are made up
of information where the survey request was for length of logs removed in harvest. This
does not necessarily indicate much about the final merchandizing specifications used to
determine the volumes removed.
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Analysis of Yields and Cash Flows
In order to get some perspective into the dynamics of various combinations of silvicultural
treatments and their associated costs, a series of growth projections have been developed
where costs may interact with harvest volume and values. Delivered log values for
Douglas-fir were used based on reports from the Washington Department of Natural
Resources for the last six months of 2016. The values for June 2016 were used in these
growth and yield projections as displayed in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Delivered log values for Douglas-fir net board volumes.
The thresholds to achieve these values are as follows in Table 3.
Sort
$/Mbf
Min Dib
Min Length Max Defect
SpMill
652
16
17
33%
2-Saw
560
12
12
33%
3-Saw
542
6
12
33%
4-Saw
471
5
12
66%
Utility
255
2
12
50%
Table 3. Specifications for achieving delivered log values for June 2016.
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Operational and silvicultural costs in the growth projections were from the survey in the
following combinations (Table 4) for a Douglas-fir plantation on traditional site 100 feet
height at 50 years breast height age.
Regime A
Regime B
Regime C
Site Preparation
$100
$140
$140
# Trees planted
300
400
400
Brush Control
- $100
$100
Pre-Com Thin
- - $160
Residual #Tpa
- - 250 tpa
Com Thin
- - - Residual #Tpa
- - - Final Harvest
Skid $170
Skid $170
Skid $170
Final Harvest
- $1.30Mbf
- $1.30Mbf
- $1.30Mbf
Table 4. List of treatments applied to each of four regimes.

Regime D
$140
400
$100
$160
340 tpa
$200
260 tpa
Skid $170
- $1.30Mbf

In Regime D the commercial thinning volume and net present value were added back into
the totals for harvest volumes and accumulated net present values. The growth projections
included a 3% inflation rate, 1% real wood appreciation rate, and 7% discount rate.
The pre-commercial thinning and commercial thinning treatments were applied as thinning
by spacing from below (smaller diameters first) to enhance the residual stand spacing.
Only the FPS growth model (TreDD model structure) has the ability to grow a stand from
establishment through these combinations of planting densities, site preparation options,
and pre-commercial thinning prescriptions. A TreDI model structure (ORGANON) was
also projected for the same stand starting conditions, but without any ability to adjust for
the early silvicultural treatments. The FPS CASH Card was used to estimate response.
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The response in early height growth to site preparation, planting stock quality and brush
control is easily quantified by regeneration survey using the FPS CASH Card method.
Adjusting for the correct site index, the number of years needed to achieve a height of 20feet provides a scale to measure early silvicultural response. The range of height growth
response is displayed in the left column of the CASH Card. Past regeneration surveys
have demonstrated about a 65%, 80% and 100% height growth response to early
silviculture as prescribed in Regime A, B, and C, respectively. Regime D early silviculture
matches Regime C.
Each regime was grown out for 200 years in order to display the entire stand history under
each regime. Some components of these projections are included in Figures 18 to 24.
The last Figure (24) is the accumulated net present value of the final harvest plus the net
present value of commercial thinning, if any. Only Regime D had a commercial thinning.
The commercial thinning occurred at age 35. It removed 7,113 Scribner board feet for a
net present value of $1,015 per acre.

Figure 18. Trends in top height by treatment regime.
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Figure 19. Trends in numbers of trees per acre by treatment regime.

Figure 20. Trends in stand density by treatment regime.
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Figure 21. Trends in basal area per acre by treatment regime.

Figure 22. Trends in cubic volume by treatment regime.
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Figure 23. Trends in board volume by treatment regime.

Figure 24. Trends in net present value by treatment regime.
Obviously the timing and intensity of both thinnings (pre-commercial and commercial)
will have a significant effect on the volume and value returned.
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These kinds of growth projections should be run for each major site classification on each
ownership to evaluate the dynamics of alternative silvicultural options and investments.
When log values are not well differentiated between log sorts, the economic justification
for thinning diminishes significantly. When log values are well differentiated then it is
critical to determine the correct timing and intensity of thinning to capture the economic
potential of moving a significant portion of the mature stand stocking into the favorable
log sorts.
Well defined and achievable volumes and values may only be realized if a significant
degree of attention has been paid to the balance between forest dynamics and economic
dynamics (costs and values). Table 5 displays the trends in volume and value for a single
site when early silviculture is modified. Regime D shows the addition in volume and value
from the commercial thinning entry.
Table 5. Summary of Volume and Value results from four Alternative Regimes.

Regime
A
B
C
D

Net Board Volume / Acre
Final
Thin
Total
44,052
44,052
63,672
63,672
57,752
57,752
54,542
7,113
61,655
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Net Present Value / Acre
Final
Thin
Total
3,995
3,995
5,767
5,767
5,480
5,480
5,091
1,015
6,106
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Appendix – List of Individual Questions in the Survey
1) Operational forested acres current budget is based on.
2) Average annual administrative fixed cost per acre (use acreage from Q1). Include
salary, benefits, buildings, vehicles, roads, fire protection, insurance, maintenance,
etc. Exclude regeneration, silvicultural practices and harvesting.
3) Average site preparation cost per acre, prior to planting.
4) Average planting cost per acre, excluding cost of seed and seedlings for 2015 2016 planting season.
5) Average number of trees/acre planted for 2015 - 2016 planting season.
6) Total cost of seedlings/acre for 2015 - 2016 planting season. (All stock types and
including seed, shipping and storage)
7) Do you regularly apply post-planting brush control? (You may check more than
one box.)
a. Mechanical
b. Herbicides
c. No Treatments
8) Average post-planting brush control cost per acre (all methods, materials and
labor).
9) Average pre-commercial thinning cost per acre.
10) Average number of trees removed per acre in pre-commmercial thinnings.
11) Average commercial thinning cost per 1,000 board feet (assuming harvest value is
greater than $0)
12) Commercial Thin Haul Cost
13) Average removal board volume in commercial thinnings.
14) Average log Dib in inches, for commercial thinnings.
15) Average final harvest cost per 1,000 board feet (assuming harvest value is greater
than $0)
16) Final Haul Cost per 1000 bf
17) Average final harvest removal board volume
18) Average final harvest log Dib in inches.
19) Average final harvest log length in feet.
20) Check the category that best fits your employer:
a. Public – federal
b. Public – non-federal
c. Private
d. Tribal
e. Mgmt Service
f. NGO
g. Other
21) Check the geographical area where your costs are based.
a. Western Oregon or Washington
b. Eastside Oregon or Washington
c. Northern Idaho
d. Montana
22) Additional comments on any question:
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Appendix – Notes and Comments from Survey Respondents


Data based on only 1-3 timber sales (about 500 MBF)



10. No idea. 11-13 We do no commercial thinning at this time.



We sell timber in the form of stumpage sales so the harvest costs are estimates only. Our
purchasers are responsible for contracting the logging so we rarely see the actual stump to
truck prices for the timber sales



Please keep costs confidential.....getting averages is hard on silviculture because it is so
site/stand dependent - there is a wide range in cost



have primarily been managing stewardship type contracts in recent years on federal and
community forest lands



Planting project only for now



I don't think your questions 12 and 15 are what you intended to ask



Short rotation hardwood, not conifer



Our costs and per acre removal numbers do NOT include NZ.



Commercial Thinning stats are based on small sample size



#10 PCT removals vary widely between planted and natural stands



I'm a staff forester without access to admin and regen costs. Average cost/mile of pickup is
$0.81 including financing, insurance, fuel, maint., tires, etc.



Q2- fair amount of uncertainty in this number. It doesn't capture some of the corporate
level expenses attributed to admin of the ownership, just those tied directly to our
operating region.



For question #3, this amount does not include any Rx burning costs as that is primarily
related to hazard management and would be a stumpage reduction in our calculations.
For questions 11-17, costs are hard for us to determine as we sell stumpage and that
information is provided on an annual basis through our annual report.



These are good number to know & periodically survey but need to do some checking for
details.
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